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Abstract 
This paper introduces a type of embedded MCU network measure and control system based on Ethernet, which 
adopts high speed MCU with kernel of 8052. Through controlling the special chip for Ethernet, the system realized 
the function of TCP/IP protocol. Since the system can be used as a independent system, any computer on the net can 
control the system or transmit order and data to the system through standard TCP/IP protocol. Equipped the system 
by digital temperature sensor, it can be used to measure industry field temperature and transmit the results to 
computer through network, and then get temperature curve. And its measure and control range are all -10̚ˇ125ć,
the accuracy is f1ć, the resolution reaches 0.1ć. This system have many advantages such as simple structure, 
better universal, communicating through network, flexible usage, low cost etc. It can be adapted by various of 
intelligent sensor and has better extend ability. It can be used in the fields of remote data acquisition, remote 
measurement and control and so on. 
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1.Introduction 
The development history of the measure and control system experienced six phases in the following. (1) 
The traditional control system consists of MCU, PC or IPC.  (2) The measurement and control system 
based on PC bus. (3) Distributed Control System (DCS). (4) DCS system based on LAN. (5) HART bus 
which is developed by the 2-wire 4mA ~ 20mA standard signal, and is a kind of fieldbus used between the 
intelligent field equipment and automatic control equipment. (6) Since 90s of the 20th century, with the 
rapid development of the Internet, it becomes possible that more quickly, more convenient and more 
economical gaining and exchanging information. So measurement and control system can become the 
client of the global network. At present, the remote control system based on internet is driving the 
development of measurement and control technology, and has been applied in monitor fields of the nuclear 
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power station, the oil transport pipeline, the power networks run and robot. The remote control system 
based on internet has advantage of the quick information transfer, strong interactivity and low cost, while it 
can achieve data sharing. [1]
The existing network control equipment use mostly MODEM chip, with the PPP protocol dialing to the 
internet or special network by telephone network. Although this method can realize the network control 
and data transmission, it depends on the telephone, make its use cost increase significantly. Additionally, 
transmission speed is no more than several hundreds kbps (usually only a few tens kbps or lower) because 
of the limit of telephone network, and it is not adequate for the needs of large quantities of data 
transmission. Therefore, the network measurement and control technology based on Ethernet get more and 
more important. [2] The ethernet is a widely used LAN standard, which can be defined by IEEE-802.3 
standard, and it can support 10Mbps, 100Mbps, or 1000Mbps bandwidth, often with twisted-pair cable or 
fiber as the transmission medium. Its characteristic is the low price, mature technology, flexible application.  
2.Design Scheme of Edesign Plandesign Plandesign Plandesign Plandesign Planmbedded 
Microcontroller Network System  
It is a type of embedded MCU measure and control system based on Ethernet network system, using a 
microprocessor with 8052 as kernel. It realized common ARP, IP, ICMP, TCP and UDP protocol part 
function of TCP/IP on Ethernet by controlling RTL8019AS which is a special Ethernet chip. It can be used 
as an independent system on Ethernet network. Any computer on Ethernet can visit the system via the 
standard TCP/IP protocol, transport control commands or data among them. The system function has the 
following characteristics: (1) the simple structure; (2) with low cost, it is convenient to apply in many 
nodes; (3) strong adaptation can be used with various equipment; (4)it  can communicate through the 
Internet. This system used serial interface for data acquisition, it can adapt all kinds of intelligent sensor 
and has strong ability of expansion, and can be widely used in remote data acquisition, remote control, etc. 
The circuit diagram and the system program flowchart of embedded microcontroller network system 
are respectively shown in figure 1, figure 2 
In order to realize the standard TCP/IP protocol with microcontroller, Winbond Company W78E58 
MCU production is used as main control chip in the circuit design. The W78E58 MCU can meet the 
following three conditions: the first, it is compatible with MCS - 51 series microcontroller, the second, the 
internal program memory is 32KB, and it is enough to write into a large program, the third, fast clock 
frequency can reach the 40MHz level.
Figure 1. circuit block diagram of embedded­C network system 
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The W78E58 as the center, along with the direction of data transmission, it can constitute two main 
function modules: one is data acquisition channel, which is connected the W78E58 serial input/output port 
via MAX232 interface chip, the Two is finishing read and write operations or control to Ethernet interface 
chip and 32KB external RAM (62256) via W78E58 P0 port and P2 port. So sensors (or controller) data or 
control signal come from the network was first Ethernet chip received, and then sent to the W78E58 MCU 
for data processing , then transport to 89C51 MCU from the serial port, the 89C51 package the data into  
standard TCP/IP packets, then send to remote host. To adapt the network system to different sensors and 
web host, the syetem connected with a 2Kbit external Flash memory AT24C02 in addition, which was 
used to store the system parameters such as IP address, port, serial port setting and so on. 
Figure 2. system program flow diagram 
The two light-emitting diodes are connected to the two serial port data lines to indicate serial data status. 
3.Embedded Microcontroller Network System Circuit Design  
Network sensor adopts the American DALLAS company DS1821 1-wire programmable digital 
temperature sensor. MCU adopts Atmel company AT89C51 microcontroller, which is fully compatible 
with MCS - 51 series microcontroller. It has 4KB Flash program memory to store user’s program avoid 
extending external program memory. In order to adapt embedded microcontroller network system, it 
receives control commands, data, and transmits the values of temperature and states through serial port. 
Serial port level transition chip uses MAXIM company MAX232 chip. 
The DS1821 has two operating modes: 1-Wire mode and thermostat mode. The 1-Wire mode is fit as 
digital thermometer or temperature measuring system; in thermostat mode, user need to program to 
constitute the temperature control system. Two working mode can transform each other. The AT89C51 
chip converts control commands and data received  by  serial port into 1-wire signal for DS1821 , then 
send to DS1821, thus it accomplished control DS1821. The DS1821 return 1-wire signal of status value or 
temperature value. The AT89C51 recognise and convert these signal and send out from the serial port. [3]
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The W78E58 microcontroller uses 22.1184 MHz crystal oscillator, as figure 3 shows. The power-up 
reset circuit composed by C1 and R3. The preset switch S1-1 is used to set entering setting status or normal 
working status when the system power up. The P1.5 (net label RESET) connects to RESET pin of network 
card, and accomplishes the reset funtion to the network card. 
Figure 3. W78E58 MCU circuit diagram 
The RAM memory 62256 connects to MCU with typical circuit. The 74HC373 is used to latch the low 
8 bits address bus. The 62256 address range is 0x0000~ 0x7FFF. The SDA and SCL pins on external 
memory AT24C02 connect to MCU P1.7 and P1.6 pins respectively. The W78E58 software simulate the 
timing of I2C bus on P1.6, P1.7 pins, thus it accomplished read and write operations of AT24C02. The 
write protect pin connect to low-level, does not perform the write protect. While connecting A0, A1, A2 
pins to GND, read and write address is respectively 0xA1 and 0xA0. The serial interface chip MAX232 
pins of CPUTXD and CPURXD connect to MCU pins of TXD and  , RXD respectively.  
This system can use any ISA interface network card which is compatible with NE2000. The new 
network card can be set with their own set program on computers in order to meet the basic requirements 
of the embedded network system. The specific procedures are as follows: 
 (1) Enter into the ms-dos operating systems, run network card set program. 
 (2) According to the table 1 set the network card. 
TABLE I. NETWORK CARD SETTING
Parameter Set Value 
Operating Mode Jumperiess 
Medium Type Auto Detect 
Full-duplex True 
I/O Base 200H 
Interrupt 3 
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(3) Choose "YES" to exit the setting program and these settings take effect. Pull out this card from the 
computer, insert it into the system board. 
4.System Parameters Custom Settings  
The network system provides custom function of initialization parameters. The user can flexibly and 
conveniently set all system initialization parameters by using "super system" tool of Windows operating 
system. 
Firstly, connect the system serial port to a computer serial port, here is COM2. From the “start” menu, 
select "program" ė"attachment" ė"communication", lauch hyper system, and there is a "connection 
describe " dialog box, waiting to input a connection name, enter "setup" and click the "ok". 
Then a “connect to” window appears, at "connection with" place, choose COM2 which is connection 
port between system and computer and click "ok". Then set the communication parameters for COM2 in 
"COM2 attribute" setting window. Click "ok" to enter the hyper system main interface. 
In order to get better result in the process of configuration parameters, it is necessary to set “hyper 
system”more detailedly. Click "properties" button on the toolbar, open “properties” dialog box. Choose 
"Settings", click "ASCII code set" button in ASCII Settings window. After finishing these settings the 
system return to main interface, "hyper system" in a waiting connection status. 
Put preset switch S1-1 to "OFF" position, the green light display serial port data transmission and the 
red light display the network data transmission. 
5.The Program Design Essential and Application Of Network Sense System 
MCU accomplish writing and reading data to DS1821 with timing. The timing transmits data bits and 
command word decided which kind of operation is needed. 
5.1.Write timing  
The MCU pull I/O pin (1-wire bus) from high level to low level as a start of of writing cycle. Write 
timing includes two types: write “1” timing and write “0” timing. The time keep at least 60­s, there is 1­
s restore time between two write cycles at least.  
DS1821 take a sampling in 15­s̚60­s time after the I/O line change into a low level. If I/O line is 
high level that one bit “1” is writed, if I/O line is low level that one bit “0” is writed. Write timing 
waveform is shown in figure 4. 
When the MCU begin writing “1” cycle, must pull I/O line to low level and then release, pull into a 
high level in the 15­s time. When the MCU begin writing “0” cycle, should also pull I/O line into low 
level, and maintain 60­s time. 
Figure 4. read and write cycle waveform a) write cycle  b) read cycle 
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5.2.Read timing  
When the MCU pull I/O line from high level to low level, the read cycle will begin, and I/O line remain 
low level time for 1­s at least. The DS1821 output data take effect within 15­s after read timing falling 
edge appear. During this time, the MCU should release the I/O line, so that it is in input status to read data. 
The read timing end after 15­s, owe to the external pull-up resistors , the I/O line become high level again 
Read a bit data need at least 60 ­s time,  there is at leas 1­s restore time between two bit dada.Reading 
timing waveform is shown in figure 4b. 
Use the temperature control system to measure certain industrial field temperature, then transmit dada 
to the computer by the network, eventually obtaining temperature curve is shown in figure 5.  
Figure 5. temperature curve 
The system measure and control range are all -10̚ˇ125ć, the temperature measurement error is no 
more than f1ć, and the resolution is 0.1ć.
Conclusion  
Network measure and control technology play an important role in industrial system. Ethernet is a LAN 
standard used widely, which is defined by IEEEˉ802.3, can support 10Mbps, 100Mbps and 1000Mbps 
bandwidth, often use twisted-pair cable or fiber as the transmission medium. Its characteristic is the low 
price, mature technology and flexible application. 
Embedded microcontroller network measure and control system based on Ethernet has the 
characteristic of advanced performance, flexible application and low cost etc, so that the system can be 
generalize and apply. 
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